
IMPORTANT SAFETY 
INSTRUCTIONS

THIS APPLIANCE IS INTENDED FOR 
HOUSEHOLD USE. WHEN USING  
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, BASIC 
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS SHOULD 
ALWAYS BE TAKEN, INCLUDING   
THE FOLLOWING:

WARNING – To reduce the risk 
of burns, electrocution, fire, or injury to 
persons:
1.    Read all instructions before using the 

appliance.
2.    To protect against electrical hazards, do 

not use while bathing or in the shower.
3.    This appliance should not be used by 

or near children or by individuals with 
certain disabilities.

4.    Unplug the appliance from outlet when 
not in use and before cleaning. Do 
not leave appliance unattended when 
it is plugged in. Keep cord away from 
heated surfaces.

5.    Do not operate this appliance with a 
damaged cord or plug or if the appliance 
malfunctions or has been dropped or 
damaged in any manner. Discontinue 
use immediately and contact your 
dealer for instructions on returning it 
for examination or exchange.

6.    Use appliance only for intended use as 
described in this instruction book. The 
use of attachments not recommended 
or sold by Conair may cause hazards.

7.    Do not use outdoors or operate where 
aerosol (spray) products are being used, 
or where oxygen is being administered.

8.    Be sure mirror is not in a position where 
it can reflect sunlight; reflected sunlight 
can cause fire.

9.    Do not use on a soft surface such as a 
bed, where openings may be blocked.

10.  Do not place or store appliance where it 
can fall or be pulled into a tub or sink.

11.  Do not place in or drop into water or 
other liquid.

12.  If an appliance falls into water, unplug 
it immediately. Do not reach into the 
water.

13.  Do not drop or insert any object into 
any opening as it may cause an electrical 
hazard.

14. Never use while sleeping.

SAVE THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS

OPERATING 
INSTRUCTIONS

CAUTION: BE SURE DIRECT  SUNLIGHT DOES 
NOT STRIKE MAGNIFYING SIDE OF MIRROR 
WHEN LEFT UNATTENDED; REFLECTED 
SUNLIGHT CAN CAUSE FIRE.
1.  Your lighted makeup mirror will rotate 

330° so that you can use either the 
normal, flat mirror or the 8x magnifying 
mirror located on the opposite side.

2.  Plug into any wall outlet. The mirror light 
is activated by touch. Touch the base to 
turn the light on. A second touch will 
turn off the mirror light.

3.  After use, always touch the base to 
turn the mirror to the OFF position and 
unplug.

4.  The beauty and design of this mirror 
complements any decor. Therefore, you 
may wish to leave the mirror displayed. 
However, if you choose to store the 
mirror, see “STORAGE” for detailed 
information.

LIFETIME LED LIGHTING
Never have to replace bulbs. 
This lighted makeup mirror uses energy-
saving lifetime LED bulbs. Replacement 
bulbs are not required.



Double-sided LED  
Illuminated Mirror

With Touch Activation

Use and Care Guide
For your safety and continued 

enjoyment of this product, always 
read the instruction book carefully 

before using.

Model CBE127A

STORAGE
Disconnect from electrical outlet. BE SURE 
DIRECT SUNLIGHT DOES NOT STRIKE 
MAGNIFYING SIDE OF MIRROR WHEN 
LEFT UNATTENDED. Allow to cool to room 
temperature before storing. Place in cool, 
dry area out of reach of children, where 
mirror will not be damaged.
Handle cord carefully for longer life; do not 
jerk or strain at plug connections, or wrap 
cord around mirror for storage. This could 
cause damage to the cord or a short circuit. 
To store mirror, coil cord loosely.

MAINTENANCE
Your lighted mirror is designed for 
household use and is virtually maintenance-
free. No lubrication is needed.
If cleaning becomes necessary, disconnect 
the appliance from the power source and 
wipe exterior with a damp cloth. Clean 
mirror surfaces with a glass cleaner. Do 
not light until you are certain mirror is 
completely dry.
If any abnormal condition occurs, unplug 
the lighted mirror, and contact your 
dealer for instruction or returning it for 
exmination or exchange.

LIMITED ONE YEAR 
WARRANTY

This product is subject to the express 
warranty given on the warranty card 
included with the product, as may 
be amended by reference to and in 
accordance with the terms of the warranty 
cards displayed on Conair website 
www.conairaustralia.com.au
 
To make a warranty claim you must retain 
your proof of purchase. Further details can 
be found at www.conairaustralia.com.au and 
click on ‘customer service’. 
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